**OPTIONAL**

**AVL CABLE**
(SOLD SEPARATELY WITH AVL DEVICE)

**FEEDBACK KIT(S)**
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

Granular Feedback

---

**Power/Input Connector**

- 18 AWG - WHT - BODY UP
- 18 AWG - WHT - IN 3
- 18 AWG - WHT - IN 2
- 18 AWG - WHT - IN 1
- 18 AWG - WHT - SPEEDO
- 18 AWG - WHT - DASHKEY
- 18 AWG - WHT - GROUND
- 18 AWG - WHT - SPEEDO
- 18 AWG - WHT - DASHKEY

**15A Fuse**

---

**SPREADER CONTROL**

1018906 - 5100EX
1110409 - 5100EX
1120410 - FORCE ONE

**INSTALLATION, 5100EX, SPREADER CONTROL**

---

**NOT TO SCALE**

---
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